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Abstract

A device for sending compact discs or like plate-shaped data carriers, comprising a storage box for the data carrier and a label, wherein the label preferably comprises at least an address field, the storage box being manufactured from plastic of high impact resistance and relatively high elasticity, such that the storage box is at least substantially unbreakable, the storage box comprising at least two box parts which are pivotal relative to each other and connected via pivot means, the label being designed for attachment on the storage box, such that the two box parts in closed condition are interconnected by the label, at a distance from the pivot means, the arrangement being such that a data carrier in the storage box can be locked between the box parts, whereupon the storage box can be closed off and sealed by the label, whereupon the box can be sent by mail, without further outer package, to an addressee stated on the label.
DEVICE FOR SENDING COMPACT DISCS (CDS) OR LIKE PLATE-SHAPED DATA CARRIERS

[0001] This application is a continuation of International Patent Application PCT/NL00/00764 filed on Oct. 20, 2000.

[0002] The invention relates to a device for sending compact discs (CDs) or like plate-shaped data carriers.

[0003] In this specification, reference will in each case be made to CDs as plate-shaped data carriers. However, it will be clear that this should be understood to include many types of data carriers, such as CD-ROM, CD-I, DVD, minidiscs, diskettes and other multimedia means.

[0004] It is known to send CDs via the mail. To that end, the CDs are locked in a CD box, which CD box is subsequently locked in an envelope. On the envelope, an address and, if required, a sender, as well as a proper postage are provided. For this, inter alia, envelopes are used which may be provided with protective means, such as air pads, foamed material or the like, for protecting the CD box. Moreover, the envelope serves to keep the CD box closed during sending. The envelope should at least prevent the possibility of removing the CD from the CD box during sending.

[0005] Such device for sending CDs, comprising a special envelope and a CD box, is costly and proves not to be particularly convenient in practice. Moreover, such device is relatively heavy, which renders sending still more costly.

[0006] It is an object of the invention to provide a device of the type described in the preamble, wherein said drawbacks of the known devices are avoided while the advantages thereof are maintained. To that end, a device according to the invention is characterized by the features of claim 1.

[0007] The advantage achieved with a device according to the invention is that a CD can be packaged and sent in a storage box, in particular a CD box, without the storage box having to be packaged in an outer package, such as an envelope. The box is at least kept closed and sealed by the label, so that it always remains visible whether the contents of the CD box has been manipulated, while, moreover, the addressing can readily be provided on or at the label. The outer appearance of the CD box need not be adversely affected thereby. The storage box can be used for storing the CD also after sending. Surprisingly, it has been found that a storage box manufactured from a relatively impact-resistant and elastic material can be of a sufficiently strong design to be used as dispatch box.

[0008] A CD box as, for instance, known from international patent publication WO97/20315 has proved to be particularly suitable for use within a device according to the present invention. Such CD box can simply be of a light and strong design and is in particular advantageous in the one-piece embodiment shown therein, because the pivot thereof has been integrated, as a result of which the CD box does not have to be completely covered by the label. Indeed, the pivot side cannot be opened, also not by forcing the box, as is possible with CD boxes of the jewelbox type. Moreover, especially storage boxes manufactured in one piece are suitable for use within the invention.

[0009] In that respect, the additional advantage achieved is that at least a portion of the CD box can remain uncovered by the label, so that at least that portion of the CD box remains visible. Thus, the CD box remains recognizable also from the outside, which may be advantageous in terms of marketing. Moreover, this enables a considerable saving on material.

[0010] The label preferably comprises a postage or a field suitable therefor, for instance a postage print provided on the label in advance through printing. The label may be sold with or without the postage, as dispatch means for the CD box. In fact, the postage means can also be provided directly on a CD box.

[0011] The label is preferably of such design that it can be folded around a CD box from a flat position, for instance through the provision of second and third panels. Such advantageous embodiments are described in claims 3-7. The label is preferably dimensioned so that it can be folded with a proper fit around a CD box of usual dimensions. Preferably, at least along the longitudinal edges of the relevant panels, the label is provided with adhesive whereby the label can be adhered directly onto the CD box, for instance after the removal of a protective sheet in a manner known from the labeling technique.

[0012] In an advantageous embodiment, a device according to the invention is further characterized by the features of claim 11.

[0013] Inclusion of a chip or like memory-carrying means in the storage box offers the advantage that, for instance, a message is provided already upon opening of the storage box, for instance thematically related music, a spoken message or the like. In this respect, it is preferred that the user himself can influence at least a portion of the information on the relevant chip, or record thereon, so as to personalize the message to be conveyed.

[0014] In an alternative embodiment, a device according to the invention is further characterized by the features of claim 16.

[0015] The use of such data carrier offers the advantage that a consumer can independently provide or cause to provide information on the data carrier, while another portion can be pre-recorded, for instance with thematically selected music. In this manner, for instance, a personal message or a self-chosen piece of music can be added on the data carrier. It is preferred that the pre-recorded portion of the data carrier cannot be manipulated and that it be, for instance, of the write-protected or read-only type.

[0016] The invention further relates to an assembly of a device according to the invention and a locking element, characterized by the features of claim 18.

[0017] The use of such locking element offers the advantage that the data carrier is readily prevented from moving in the storage box, for instance during transport thereof. As a result, damage to the data carrier is prevented in a relatively simple manner.

[0018] The invention further relates to a locking element for CDs and like data carriers in a storage box, characterized by the features according to claim 22.

[0019] Such locking element offers the advantage that a CD or like data carrier can be locked in a storage box and secured against displacement therein even more properly.

[0020] A storage box for use in a device according to the invention is preferably manufactured from polypropylene or
like plastic, such as a polypropylene-based mixture of plastics having comparable or better impact resistance and elasticity.

[0021] The invention further relates to a label for sending CD boxes and the like, characterized by the features of claim 23.

[0022] With such a label, CDs and the like can readily and without further outer package be sent in a type of CD box known per se. Preferably, the CD box has standard dimensions, to which the sizes of the label have been adapted.

[0023] The invention further relates to a method for sending CDs or like data carriers, which method is characterized by the features of claim 26.

[0024] With such a method, CDs can be sent in a simple and relatively advantageous manner, without involving much waste material. After all, the CD box can still be used as storage box also after sending. Moreover, relatively little postage has to be paid, since the CD box in sending condition is relatively light, due to the omission of the outer package. Further, during sending, a CD box has an attractive and recognizable appearance.

[0025] The invention further relates to a method for using a device or assembly according to the invention, characterized by the features of claim 29.

[0026] With such method, the advantage achieved is that in a particularly simple and pleasant manner, a message can be sent to an intended receiver, for instance as seasonal greeting, birthday greeting or for conveying at least partially personal information or the like.

[0027] The invention further relates to an assembly of a number of devices or assemblies according to the invention and a corresponding number of labels, packaged jointly. With this, a number of storage devices, at least assemblies according to the invention, can readily be offered for later use. Preferably, picture postcards or the like are packaged along therewith, which can be sent along with the storage box and data carrier. The devices, assemblies, data carriers and picture postcards are preferably thematically matched to one another.

[0028] The invention further relates to a method for conveying a message, in particular wishes or greetings, characterized by the feature of claim 30.

[0029] With such method, messages can be conveyed in a particularly original and informative fashion.

[0030] Further advantageous embodiments of a device, label and method according to the invention are given in the further subclaims.

[0031] To clarify the invention, exemplary embodiments of a device, label and method according to the invention will hereinafter be described with reference to the drawing. In this drawing:

[0032] FIG. 1 is a perspective, frontal view of a sending device according to the invention;

[0033] FIG. 2 is a rear view of a sending device according to FIG. 1;

[0034] FIG. 3 shows an alternative embodiment of a label according to the invention;

[0035] FIG. 4 shows a label according to the invention, in unfolded condition;

[0036] FIG. 5 is a sectional side elevation of a sending device according to invention, with locking element;

[0037] FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a locking element according to the invention;

[0038] FIG. 7 is a side elevation of a package with two sending devices, labels and picture postcards; and

[0039] FIG. 8 shows a portion of a section, in side elevation, of a sending device according to the invention having a data carrier and chip.

[0040] In this specification, identical or corresponding parts have identical or corresponding reference numerals. In this specification, the invention will be explained with reference to a CD box. It will be understood that in this context, “CD box” is understood to include at least a storage box for CDs and comparable, substantially plate-shaped data carriers, such as CD-I, CD-ROM, DVD, diskettes, minidiscs and like and other multimedia. Such storage boxes are known from practice and are inter alia described in an embodiment which is particularly advantageous for use in the present invention, in international patent publication WO97/20315, which is considered to be incorporated herein by reference. The CD box will only be described in so far as this is necessary for an understanding of the present invention.

[0041] FIG. 1 shows a CD box 1, comprising a top box part 2 and a bottom box part 3, interconnected by a pivot 4. In the embodiment shown, the CD box 1 is injection-molded in one piece with integrated pivot 4. In the CD box 1, a CD 5 is secured in a manner known per se. Fixed on the CD box 1 is a label, which label 6 is shown in more detail in FIG. 4, in an advantageous embodiment.

[0042] The label 6 comprises a first panel 7, a second panel 8 and two third panels 9. The label is, for instance, manufactured from plastic-reinforced paper and has its rear side provided with an adhesive layer, for instance a pressure-sensitive adhesive or a contact adhesive. Such adhesives are generally known from the labeling technique. The second panel 8 is connected to the first panel 7 via first folding means 10. The first folding means 10 comprise a first folding line 11 and, extending parallel thereto, a second folding line 12. The first folding line 11 and second folding line 12 are spaced apart by a distance D approximately corresponding to the thickness D of the CD box 1. Similarly, via second folding means 13, the two third panels 9 are connected to two sides of the first panel 7 which extend at right angles to the first folding line 11. On each side, the second folding means 13 comprises a third folding line 14 and a fourth folding line 15 extending parallel thereto at a distance D. The first folding line 11 and the two third folding lines 14 intersect approximately adjacent the corners of the first panel 7. The distance W between the two third folding lines 14, i.e. the width of the first panel 7, approximately corresponds to the width W of the CD box 1. In the embodiment shown, the height H of the first panel 7 is less than the length L of the CD box 1, measured at right angles to the width W and the thickness D. In the exemplary embodiment shown, the height H is, for instance, half the length L. However, this can be varied as desired.
Provided on the first panel 7 is an address field 16, for instance comprising a number of lines 17, a section 18 for a postal code and, possibly, a logo 19. Moreover, on the first panel 7 there is provided a postage means 20, for instance a preprinted postmark or a field for a stamp or a frank to be provided later. Further, on the second panel 8, there is provided a sender field 21. On the third panel 9, for instance instructions for use can be printed in the form of a number of images and/or descriptions 22, depicted schematically by a series of rectangles.

A label 6 according to FIG. 4 can be used as follows. A CD 5 is secured in a CD box 1, whereupon the CD box 1 is closed. Next, the first panel 7 is adhered to the top box part 2, such that the first folding line 11 extends along the longitudinal edge 23, remote from the pivot 4, of the top box part 2, while the third folding lines 14 extend along the side edges 24 of the top box part 2. Next, the second panel 8 is folded away downwards, such that an intermediate panel 27, located between the first folding line 11 and the second folding line 12, is folded against the lateral side of the CD box 1, on the side remote from the pivot. The third panels 9 are folded down in a similar manner, such that the fourth folding lines 15 abut against the longitudinal edges 26 of the bottom box part 3. This involves the intermediate panel 28, enclosed between the third folding line 14 and the fourth folding line 15, abutting against the relevant lateral edge of the CD box 1. Next, the third panels 9 are folded against the lower side of the bottom box part 3 and adhered thereto, whereupon the second panel 8 is glued over the third panels 9 and the lower side of the bottom box part 3, as shown in FIG. 2. In this manner, the CD box 1 is provided with a label 6 and at the same time sealed against opening unintentionally. Only by breaking the label 6 or removal thereof can the CD box 1 be re-opened and the CD 5 be taken therefrom. In addition, though the provision of a label, there is provided a postage means 20, at least a position for fitting a postage. Due to the specific positioning of the label 6, the proper position of the postage means 20 and of the address field 16 with the postal code 18 is directly provided, such that the storage and sending device thus designed can automatically be read out by mail sorting machines and the like. This facilitates the mail processing considerably.

FIG. 3 shows an alternative embodiment of a label 6 according to the invention. In this embodiment, the label 6 is of a somewhat sleeve-shaped design. The label 6 comprises a front panel 7, a rear panel 8, two side panels 28 comparable with the intermediate panels 27 of a label according to FIG. 4 and an end panel 27, comparable with the intermediate panel 27 of a label 6 according to FIG. 4. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the side panels 28 and the end panel 27 are fixedly connected to the first panel 7 and the second panel 8. This label 6 has an open side 30 on the side opposite the end panel 27. The distance D between the first panel 7 and the second panel 8 substantially corresponds to the thickness D of the CD box 1, the width W approximately corresponds to the width W of the CD box 1. This means that by its side remote from the pivot 4, the CD box can readily be inserted through the open side 30 into the label 6, between the relevant panels. Adjacent the open side, the first panel 7, the second panel 8 and the side panels 28 are provided with strips 31 of adhesive, in particular pressure-sensitive adhesive, whereby the relevant panels can be secured against the outer side of the CD box 1. If necessary, larger strips or surfaces may be provided with such adhesive, for a better adhesion. On the first panel 7 there is again provided an address field 16, as well as a postage means 20, at least a field intended therefor. On the second panel 8 there is again provided a sender field 21 (not shown). A label 6 according to FIG. 3 can of course be used in the same or a similar manner as a label 6 according to FIG. 1.

FIG. 5 shows a sending device according to the invention, comprising a storage device as described earlier, wherein, on a wall part 40 between two pivots 4, two securing elements 42 are provided, wherebetween a longitudinal edge of a data carrier 5, such as a CD, can be locked. Such means, shown by way of illustration only, are described in more detail in the above-mentioned patent publication WO 97/20315, incorporated herein by reference. On the side remote from the pivots 4, a locking element 44 is provided in the box 1, which locking element, in the embodiment shown, is substantially U-shaped with two legs 46 extending parallel to each other and bounding an intermediate slot 48. The locking element 44 is slid with its slot 48 over the longitudinal edge of the data carrier 5, preferably such that only a non-recorded portion thereof is contacted, after which the box is closed around the data carrier 5 and the locking element 44. The two box parts 2, 3 abut against the legs 46 of the locking element 44, thereby clamping the locking element 44. This involves the base part 50 of the locking element 44, to which the legs 46 are attached, abutting against the side 52 of the storage box 1 remote from the wall part 40, i.e., the side where the box can be opened, so that displacement of the data carrier 5 within the storage device 1 is prevented almost completely and, hence, the storage device is not more suitably without the risk of damage to the data carrier. Preferably, the locking element 44 is of the lightest possible design, so as to save weight. To that end, it may, for instance, be manufactured from a foam material or be of hollow design.

FIG. 6 shows an alternative embodiment of a locking element 44 according to the invention, as a hollow, tubular body. The height H hereof approximately corresponds to the inside distance between the two box parts 2, 3 in closed condition. The locking element 44 comprises two side faces 54 interconnected by two wall faces 56. Provided in the side faces 54 are two slots 48, comparable with the slot 48 as described with respect to FIG. 5. Thus, the locking element 44 can be slid over a longitudinal edge of the data carrier 5, which data carrier is drawn in lines. The distance X between the longitudinal edge of the data carrier 5, when the locking element 44 is fully slid-on, and the longitudinal edge 58 of the locking element 44 remote therefrom, is chosen so that thus, the position of the data carrier and the locking element 44 as shown in FIG. 5 can be obtained, so that any displacement of the data carrier 5 within the closed storage device 1 is prevented. It is observed that a locking element 44 according to the invention may, for instance, also be peg-shaped, so that it can be clamped on a longitudinal edge. Also, two or more slots 48 may be provided one above another, for instance, in use in sending devices for more than one CD.

FIG. 7 shows a package 60, for instance a cellophane package, wherein two storage devices 1, two labels 6 and two picture postcards 62 are packaged, while in the storage devices 1, data carriers, in particular CDs 5, are
locked. The CDs are pre-recorded, i.e. music has been recorded thereon, for instance. The music and the picture postcards 62 may be thematically related, for instance a Christmas card and Christmas music, a birthday card and birthday music, or like thematic combinations. In an advantageous embodiment, the data carrier is designed as a type on which, on at least a portion thereof, information can be recorded by a user, for instance a CD re-writable, a diskette or the like, such that a user can add his own information. Thus, the data carrier can be rendered more personal. A pre-recorded portion can be protected against manipulation, for instance by rendering this portion "read only". Such techniques are generally known. A package 60 according to the invention can of course contain different numbers of storage devices, picture postcards, labels and the like, according to the consumers' wishes. The picture postcard 62 can, for instance, be designed so that it can be written on and locked in the storage device 1 together with the CD, prior to labeling. As a matter of fact, it is observed that the same concept can be applied to the sending devices already known.

[0050] FIG. 8 shows a portion of a cross section of a sending device according to the invention, showing a part of the top box part 2 and the bottom box part 3, and a portion of a CD 5. Provided in or on the wall of the bottom box part 3 is a chip 64, at least an electronic component comprising memory means 66 and sound reproduction means 68. The chip 64 is designed for reproducing, for instance, music or speech, recorded in the memory means 66, by the means 68. Such chips 64 are known per se and are, for instance, activated by opening the box 1. To that end, the box 1 is substantially light-proof and a light-sensitive cell 70 is provided which, upon sufficient light incidence, activates the chip 64. Of course, other means for activating the chip 64 may be used as well, for instance an approach switch activated through removal of the data carrier 5, a press button which is held in an "off" state by the data carrier 5 and moves into an "on" state upon removal of the data carrier, or other means known per se from practice. On the chip 64, a spoken message or a musical composition can, for instance, be recorded, preferably related to information recorded on the data carrier. Preferably, the information recorded on the chip 64 can be provided thereon by a user himself.

[0051] With a sending device according to the invention, a user can convey a message, for instance a Christmas greeting, a birthday greeting, New Year greeting or the like, while different expressions can be conveyed at the same time. Indeed, on the data carrier and on a picture postcard, if any, as well as, for instance, in the chip, the same or comparable, thematically related messages or parts thereof can be recorded.

[0052] The invention is in no way limited to the exemplary embodiments shown in the specification and drawings. Many variations thereof are possible within the framework of the invention set forth by the claims.

[0053] Thus, a label according to the invention may be designed in different manners and in different materials, for instance entirely in plastic. In this respect, it is preferred that such a material be used that it is possible to write thereon with ink without the ink being easily removable. A label may for instance be designed without the third panels 9 or, optionally, without the second panel 8, while the panels may moreover have different dimensions, as long as it can be adhered around the storage box with a proper fit. A label according to the invention may, with or without a suitable CD storage box, be offered by postal companies, provided with an appropriate postage, to obtain a device which is directly ready-to-send. However, separate stamps or franks may be used as well. A label according to the invention may, of course, also be of such design that the entire CD box is enclosed thereby. However, this is not necessary for an appropriate use of the invention. To enhance the recognizability, a universal color may be used for the CD box. Of course, such universal CD box may also be provided with a specific print. Other suitable materials for manufacturing a substantially unbreakable CD box which are within the scope of the skilled artisan are explicitly understood to fall within the framework of the invention. As address field, there may also be provided on the first panel a surface on which an address sticker can be adhered.

[0054] These and comparable variations are understood to fall within the normal scope of a skilled artisan.

1. A device for sending compact discs or like plate-shaped data carriers, comprising a storage box for the data carrier and a label, wherein the label preferably comprises at least an address field, the storage box being manufactured from plastic of high impact resistance and relatively high elasticity, such that the storage box is at least substantially unbreakable, the storage box comprising at least two box parts which are pivotable relative to each other and connected via pivot means, the label being designed for attachment on the storage box, such that the two box parts in closed condition are interconnected by the label, at a distance from the pivot means, the arrangement being such that a data carrier in the storage box can be locked between the box parts, whereupon the storage box can be closed off and sealed by the label, whereupon the box can be sent by mail, without further outer package, to an addressee stated on the label.

2. A device according to claim 1, wherein the label comprises a postage.

3. A device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the label comprises a first panel on which the address field is at least substantially provided, said first panel being connected to a second panel via folding means, the first panel extending, during use, on a first one of the two box parts and being secured thereon, while the second panel extends on the opposite, second box part and is secured thereon and the folding means extend at least substantially against a lateral side of the storage box.

4. A device according to claim 3, wherein the first panel and the second panel are interconnected by an intermediate panel which is connected via respective, substantially parallel folding lines, to the first and the second panel, the distance between the folding lines approximately corresponding to the thickness of the storage box.

5. A device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the label comprises a first panel on which the address field is provided, while on two opposite sides, a third panel is connected to the first panel, such that the first panel can be secured on a first box part, while when the storage box is closed, the third panels can be secured against the side of the second box part facing away from the first box part.

6. A device according to claim 5, wherein the distance between the third panels is approximately equal to the width.
of the storage box, measured parallel to the sides of the box parts which are connected by the pivot means.

7. A device according to any one of claims 3-6, wherein the second panel is connected, via the folding means, to the first panel along a side of the first panel at right angles to the sides to which the third panels are connected, the length of the third panels and the first panel, measured at right angles to the second panel, being equal to or less than the relevant length of the storage box.

8. A device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein a sender field is provided on the label.

9. A device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the storage box is manufactured from polypropylene or a like relatively elastic, flexible plastic, the storage box preferably being manufactured in one piece.

10. A device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the storage box is of the type as described in international patent publication WO97/20315.

11. A device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein a chip or like memory-carrying means is included in the storage box, provided with sound-producing means, said chip preferably being activated at least during opening of the storage box.

12. A device according to claim 11, wherein the chip is a music chip.

13. A device according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the chip is programmable, at least designed so that a sound, such as music or speech, is selectively recordable thereon by a user.

14. A device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein at least one data carrier is included with music, speech or other data recorded thereon.

15. A device according to any one of claims 11-13 and 14, wherein data recorded on the data carrier is subject-related, or at least thematically related, to sound, at least data, recorded in the chip.

16. A device according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein a data carrier is provided of a type on which information can be recorded by a consumer, at least a portion of the available memory space on the data carrier being pre-recorded and a portion of the data carrier being free for adding information by the user.

17. A device according to claim 16, wherein the pre-recorded portion of the data carrier is write-protected, read only.

18. An assembly of a device according to any one of the preceding claims and a locking element, wherein the locking element is designed for positioning on or adjacent an edge of a data carrier to be placed in the storage box, such that it is locked between the box parts, and that when the storage box is closed, movement of the data carrier within the storage box is substantially prevented.

19. An assembly according to claim 18, wherein the locking element comprises at least one slot with which it is slidable over a longitudinal edge of a data carrier, the locking element having a thickness, measured approximately at right angles to an inserting direction of the slot, which substantially corresponds to the corresponding distance of the inwardly facing side of the box parts.

20. An assembly according to claim 19, wherein at least two slots are provided in the locking element, above or next to each other, substantially parallel to each other.

21. An assembly of a storage device according to any one of claims 1-17 or an assembly according to any one of claims 18-20 and a picture postcard, wherein the picture postcard is locked in the storage box or between the storage box and the label.

22. A locking element for CDs and like data carriers in a storage box, wherein the locking element is provided with at least one slot whereby, during use, it can be placed on or adjacent a longitudinal edge of the data carrier, and the locking element, when the storage box is closed, is locked between two sides of the storage box which extend on either side of the data carrier.

23. A label for sending a storage box with CD or like data carrier included therein, said storage box having at least the usual thickness and width of a jewelbox-type CD box or of a CD box as known from WO97/20315, wherein the label comprises a first panel and a second panel connected thereto, a third panel being provided between the first and the second panel, the third panel having a height between the first and the third panel that approximately corresponds to said thickness of the storage box, and at least the first and the second panel being provided, along a portion of their longitudinal edges, with adhesives for fixing them on respectively a front and rear side of the storage box, such that the third panel abuts against a side of the storage box which can be opened during use.

24. A label according to claim 23, wherein a third panel is connected on either side of the first panel, said third panels being arranged for attachment thereof over at least opposite sides of the storage box, the width of the first panel enclosed between the third panels being approximately equal to said width of the storage box.

25. A label according to claim 24, wherein the second panel is connected to the third panels, such that the label is somewhat sleeve-shaped and can be slid from a side over the storage box and subsequently adhered thereon.

26. A method for sending a CD or like data carrier, wherein the CD is locked in a CD box, whereby a label is adhered on the CD box, such that the label covers at least a side of the CD box to be opened, remote from the pivoting side thereof, and is fitted on the two parts pivoting relative to each other, while an address and postage means are provided on the label, at least on the CD box, and the CD box is sent without further outer package.

27. A method according to claim 26, wherein the postage means are printed on the label, at least fixedly connected thereto, the label being sold together with the postage means.

28. A method according to claim 26 or 27, wherein an address sticker or like addressing means is provided on the CD box, next to or at least partially over the label.

29. A method for use of a device according to any one of claims 1-17 or an assembly according to any one of claims 18-20, wherein in the storage box, a data carrier is locked, such as a CD or diskette, a portion of which is provided with pre-recorded music or other data, said portion being preferably protected against manipulation by a read-only protection, a further portion being provided with data by a user.

30. A method for conveying a message, in particular wishes or greetings, wherein a thematically selected data carrier with the desired information is sent to an intended receiver in a device according to any one of claims 1-17 or an assembly according to any one of claims 18-20, wherein, preferably, the sender himself provides or causes to provide a part of the information.
31. An assembly of a number of devices according to any one of claims 1-17 or a number of assemblies according to any one of claims 18-20 and a corresponding number of labels, packaged jointly.

32. An assembly according to claim 31, wherein a corresponding number of picture postcards or the like is packaged along.

33. An assembly according to claim 31 or 32, wherein the devices and/or assemblies, in particular packaged-along data carriers and picture postcards, are matched to each other thematically.

* * * * *